
= GPL-37 Chain Reaction Fertilizer is similar VIAGRA (Hydroponics system) = 

NOTE: The Brand name in U.K. is Enhance Organic Stimulant 

 

The following message to share with you, it was a miracle experience on 

GPL-37 Chain Reaction Fertilizer from my client in U.K.: 

=========================================================== 

dear jin sheng when the lights are turn off , the plants go to sleep and the leafs of the 

plants drop down, this is ok , but when we put Enhance Organic Stimulant into the 

system (hydroponics), the plant leafs stay constant erect up, when lights or on and off ? 

why is this? also the first time we put Enhance Organic Stimulant into system 

(hydroponics), the plants eat a lot of feed and water, but the 2 time it was add Enhance 

Organic Stimulant to tank there just eat feed and water as normal, some one ask me if 

there is viagra in Enhance Organic Stimulant? i think they was have a joke with me. 

============================================================ 

 

This reflex and appearance, which is the results of chain reaction agent, 

and it is during the stage of mobility efficacy: 

Mobility: 

Effects of this agent are focused on various stage of growth of a plant by 

transferring the elements accordingly into the plant in mobility. To promote the 

rapid growth of plant with multiple reactions as a result of the aid and activation of 

GPL-37 chain reactions. 

The chain reaction process ranges from INFILTRATION, TRANSFER, 

CIRCULATION, CONVERSION, PRODUCTION, CREATION, REPLACEMENT, 

STIMULATION, MULTIPLICATION, CATALYSIS and RESTORATION in 

combined effects. 

 

Because the chain reaction process so that GPL-37 Chain Reaction Fertilizer 

can get the unique results and effects as below: 

 

For Earlier Reaping: Use GPL-37 Chain Reaction Fertilizer continuously 

without interruptions before and after the bud's differentiation for each once 

or twice spraying. This may make the reaping earlier (Ripening Anticipation) 

than any other ones without using GPL-37 Chain Reaction Fertilizer. Example: 

Stop GPL-37 Chain Reaction Fertilizer one month prior to reaping for the pears; 

Use GPL-37 Chain Reaction Fertilizer continuously on oranges and tangerines 

until the term of one month before harvest to get desired results. 

 



For Delay Ripening of fruits or Reaping Stage Extension: Use GPL-37 Chain 

Reaction Fertilizer on ripening fruit trees continuously once or twice more for 

delay ripening of fruits. The beans and vegetables may increase the reaping by 

approximately 30% in quantity and 5 to 7 times in frequency. 

 

Due to the multifunction and miracle effects of GPL-37 Chain Reaction 

Fertilizer, our fertilizers, it is often considered the products as ATONIC, GA, 

6-BA, IAA, CPPU, Alfa-NAA, Tomatotone, Rootone, B-9, ...as PGR. 
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